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Make room for macarons 

By Pattianna Harootian 
Special to the Minuteman 

 
Lady Gaga, Blake Lively, Leighton Meester, and supermodel Iza Olak have all 

been photographed eating the dessert soon to surpass the cupcake in its own celebrity, the 
delectable as it is beautiful, macaron.  I don’t think the cupcake stores that have sprouted 
up across the nation (and become almost as ubiquitous as Starbucks), need to worry about 
going out of business just yet, but the macaron is surging ahead in popularity.  Boston 
Globe Magazine’s Best of the New called the macaron, “the cookie that could change 
your life,” while the December 12th issue of Time dedicated an entire page to the 
macaron. And, lucky for Lexington residents, they can now boast about their very own 
local Macaron Sweeterie at 848 Massachusetts Avenue, which offers the widest selection 
of macaron flavors in the Boston area, including exquisite choices such as Honey 
Lavendar and Salted Caramel. 

 
Australian celebrity, Gracie Otto, has a video posted on YouTube of her visiting 

three different patisseries in Paris, where she tries out her favorite macaron, the pistachio. 
Celebrity Pastry Chef Florain Bellanger, of the Food Network show, “The Cupcake 
Wars,” served up macarons at the God Save the Queens Fashion Show. And, the 
company 21 Carrots already has an entire collection of macarons called Celebs 
Macarons, coming in flavors like Lady Gaga Gandoja Hazlenuts and Rihanna Mango.  
Like the Kardashian’s were to The Hilton’s a few years ago, the macaron is to the 
cupcake-gaining momentum and vying to also be overexposed and exploited.   

 
OPI nail polish recently came out with colors that represent each of the 

Kardashian women, with catchy names like Kim-completely in Love.  Predictably, it 
won’t be long before the macaron gets it’s own line with a nail polish empire, as 
arguably, there is nothing more splendid than the brilliant colors of macarons.  They 
come in spectacular hues, seemingly impossible to create in nature.  I’ve never seen a 
more perfect tint of pink than that of the local Macaron Sweeterie’s Rose Petal Macaron 
and what I’d give to find a dress in the shade of green of their Pistachio Macaron.   

 
Not only is the ethereal macaron melt in your mouth delicious, but it is also 

naturally gluten-free and made with almond flour (ground almonds), almonds being 
considered a super food by many, including Health Expert Dr. Oz.  But, don’t quote me 
on the health benefits of a macaron, as that’s just my way of making myself feel less 
guilty when I eat a half dozen before I’ve even pulled back into my driveway on my trip 
back from Macaron Sweeterie.  And any good the almonds are doing me is surely 
countered by the glucose surging through my veins as I polish off the seventh macaron 
while walking into the garage.   



 
That being said, if you haven’t tasted a macaron, to minimize your chances of 

ever entering a sugar coma, I’d suggest staying away.  One bite and there is no turning 
back.  A cupcake to me is now like a Stouffer’s lasagna after dining in Italy. So take this 
as a warning cupcake, enjoy your reign because the macaron is going to be the next prom 
queen. 
 


